
And guidelines for using copywritten 
artwork within your curriculum



Just because you can find something online, it 
doesn’t mean you can use it freely in your 
classroom. Over the last few years, we as 
teachers have been asked to be more aware of 
the content that we use from the Web, but some 
of us have used copywritten content from the 
Web when we shouldn’t have. In this 
presentation, I hope to help clarify this 
difference and help the viewer become more 
aware of copyright laws.

For more information on visual art copyright 
laws, details, and guidelines look at the source I 
have included from the U.S. Copyright Office1.
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SCENARIO ONE:
THE CHUBBIES INCIDENT
Each year, I teach HTML to my eighth-grade students. Currently, I do this using Khan 
Academy, which I compliment with various activities and demonstrations.  In my first 
year of teaching, I developed my own unit in which students created a 2-to-3-page 
mock website. The idea was to gain inspiration for your own website by researching 
online, but of course not to copy anything directly. I mentioned this to the students but 
failed at the time to understand that I needed to be extremely specific and thorough 
when covering the topic of copyright. When the unit ended and I was grading the 
projects, I came upon a website  built by two of my male students. I remember being 
awestruck with how well the verbiage was used and how their site even had some nice 
artwork included. I however realized that they did not have references included, so I 
went online and discovered the actual Chubbies website. They had just copied and 
pasted everything directly from the site. We had to have a conversation about copyright 
infringement, and they were required to redo the project.  But in hindsight, I realize that 
it was my partly my fault. I should have been more specific when explaining copyright 
infringement.



CONCLUSION:
THE CHUBBIES INCIDENT
This was a clear infringement on copyright law. Sourcing from where you took your 
artwork and content doesn’t make copying artwork legal, but the students didn’t even 
do that. Seeing that project files were in HTML format, they could have easily published 
them to the Web, and I was lucky that it wasn’t a published project. From a teacher point 
of view, it was a lesson learned and it made me realize quickly how important it is to 
think through everything regarding your lesson plans, especially ones involving the 
Web, and how important it is to cover copyright law thoroughly with your students.  
Hopefully by reading this, it will help others avoid the same mistake I made! 



SCENARIO TWO:

I have built a website that accompanies my curriculum called Mr. Swan’s 
Steam Machine. If you are looking at the site, you may notice a few images, 
but as of now there aren’t that many for good reason. I know how important 
images are regarding good design, but I actually had to take down a lot of 
them. Why? Well, around a year or so ago, I received a letter from an 
organization informing me that some images I had on my website infringed 
their copyright license. They included links to my images and informed me 
that even though I may not have known the images were copywritten, this 
did not protect me from liability.  I was informed that I owed them $710 
dollars and the letter even included information on how to submit payment.

http://www.alexswan.com/STEM/index.php


CONCLUSION:
I was absolutely in the wrong concerning the use of the images on my website.  I 
knew about copyright law but did not research thoroughly as to whether these 
images could legally be used as part of my site. I have my own artwork that I 
have copywritten and would be very upset if someone were using it without 
permission. The images had been on the Steam Machine for years, so I assumed 
I was fine. I was not profiting from it, but I still had no right to use the images.  
There are millions of images online that are in the public domain, and I should 
have taken the time to search for them. Companies and organizations have ways 
to digitally track images with meta-information such as digital watermarking2.  
You could use an image unlawfully and get away with it, but you could also be 
called out on it and pay an expensive price. The tracking is invisible, but it’s 
there.



SCENARIO THREE:

I continue to teach HTML/CSS to my eighth-grade students, but I now 
utilize Khan Academy.   Within their course, Khan Academy goes over 
Creative Commons very thoroughly, including drill and practice and 
assessments.  I add to this lesson by discussing good resources for 
imagery, such as commons.wikipedia.org and advanced search features 
included in Bing and Google, which allow you to filter Creative 
Commons content. Fair use also applies to the education realm in select 
situations.



CONCLUSION:
Using the Creative Commons licenses is a great way to legally cover 
yourself in your classroom. It is also a great way to model responsibility 
and show how to be a good digital citizen. Make sure you understand 
the different types of licenses3 and cite them properly in your work.  
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